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Hollow Punches
Boehm Hollow Punches, 

Individuals or Sets. 

Hollow punches, often known as joint-cutters or wad punches, have many varied uses, and can be used 
for cutting out gaskets and sealing rings in foam, cardboard, leather, rubber, fibre, plastic and lead.

Boehm hollow punches not only offer a quality product, but there is also the added bonus of being able 
to use cutters in pairs.

The hollow punch sets can be paired and inter-changed very quickly and easily by using the patented lock 
in chuck system.

Every tool has its 
particular function.

M60 Stepped Chuck 
2-60mm
    3146160

M20 Hand Chuck 
2-20mm
      3146100

Handle for M50 & M60
Stepped Chuck
       3146180

WAD Punch Kit 2-10mm 
JLB210
      3146280

WAD Punch Kit 3-20mm 
JLB320CM
      3146320

WAD Punch Kit 3-40mm 
JLB340P
      3146360

WAD Punch Kit 2-50mm 
JLB250P
      3146300

M50 Stepped Chuck 
2-50mm
    3146140

M30 Hand Chuck 
2-30mm
      3146120
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Individual cutters. 
Sizes available from 3 - 60mm 

diameter

         3145100 - 3146080

To produce larger diameter washers, 
it would be recommended that the 
spring loaded centre point be used; 
it is useful with the bigger punches, 
to help remove the centre. 

Boehm punches can used individually or in conjunction with another 
punch at the same time. By putting two cutters together you can produce 
washers in one go. For example you could have cutters 12-20mm inside 
and 22-30mm outside at the same time. 

Boehm cutter uses are varied, and can be used for cutting out gaskets and sealing rings in foam, cardboard, leather, 
rubber, fibre, plastic and lead.

Not only is the quality of these punches unsurpassable, but there is also the added bonus of being able to use pairs 
of punches to cut washers or sealing rings, etc. in foam, cardboard, leather, rubber, fibre, plastic or lead. 

Each set includes a holder and a range of punches which fit to the holder either singly for discs or in pairs for 
washers. All supplied in a case.

Compass Cutter - Complete
   3146200

For large diameter gaskets the compass 
bar and cutting tool is recommended. 
The unit uses a clever system, were 
by the screw-in point also locks the 
compass bar in position. The maximum 
diameter of the trammel bar is 330mm

Scribe Cutter
            3146240

Compass Arm
 3146220

Centre Pivot Pin Fixed 
   3146260

Centering Pin Retractable
       3146265

WAD Punch Kit 3-30mm 
with compass cutter 
JLB330P
      3146340


